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Workbook Properties: â€¢ Age 6-9, Grades 1-3 â€¢ 416 Page, 10.8 inch x 8.3 inch â€¢ Topics covered: letters, numbers, colors, sections of speech, culture, community and more â€¢ Â€¢ Handwriting and final examination includes a glossary, a bibliography and an important answer, FOCUSED Practice:
a complete book of Spanish workbooks for children, allowing students from third grade to create spanish fluency and understand Spanish culture through fun activities. Interesting topics and practical writing are associated with current status standards: Activities in this illustrated workbook are designed to
help students understand both Spanish and culture, as well as to develop a daily understanding within the target culture, including speaking, writing and reading basic words and phrases in Spanish. How it works: This workbook allows children to learn Spanish through easy-to-follow instructions for
lessons on letters, part of speech, day, month, expression, culture and community, and more! Collaboration: Designed to elevate homeschooling, classrooms and virtual Spanish courses, parents and teachers can support students' learning using a Spanish-English glossary and key answers to validate.
WHY CARSON DELLOSA: For more than 40 years, Carson™ Dellosa has provided solutions for parents who want to help their children move forward, and for teachers who want their students to meet and exceed their scheduled learning goals. Workbook Features: â€¢ Age 3-7 years old, PreK â€€
Grade 1 â€¢ 416 Page, 10.8 inch x 8.3 inch â€¢ Topics covered: Letters, numbers, colors, shapes, words, eyes and more â€¢ include Spanish music and rhymes â€¢ key answers and glossary, combining practical focus: a complete book of beginner Spanish workbooks for children, helping students from
preschool through the creation of spanish first, fluent and understanding Spanish culture through fun activities. Interesting topics and real learning are associated with current status standards: Activities in this illustrated workbook are designed to help students understand both Spanish and culture, as well
as to develop a daily understanding within the target culture, including speaking, singing, writing and reading basic words and phrases in Spanish. How it works: This workbook helps young children learn Spanish through easy-to-follow instructions for lessons on letters, shapes, colors, words, basic eyes
and more! To add home school classroom settings and set up virtual Spanish courses, parents and teachers can support students' learning using a Spanish-English glossary and key answers to validate. WHY CARSON DELLOSA: For more than 40 years, Carson™ Dellosa has provided solutions for
parents who want to help their children move forward, and for teachers who want their students to meet and exceed their scheduled learning goals. Skill creators are an excellent tool for keeping children present during the school year or preparing for the next class. A variety of fun and challenging
activities help students practice and help introduce basic skills to new learners. This full-color workbook contains the appropriate text and exercises for those who study Elementary Spanish. Skill creators combine fun activities and interact with eye-catching graphics to make learning and monitoring fun
and powerful. The compact size of 6 x 9 makes this book ideal for school at home or during the day. Features: &gt;Promote bilingual atmosphere with Spanish materials that are our great choice. Promote a bilingual atmosphere with Spanish materials that are our great choice. Our large collection of
Spanish teaching equipment supports learning for bilingual English students, second language students (ESL), English learners (ELL) and students who learn to start foreign language skills. Our large collection of Spanish teaching equipment supports learning for bilingual English students, second
language students (ESL), English learners (ELL) and students who learn to start foreign language skills. Sorry, Office Depot is currently not available in your country. Please contact the site administrator.
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